
BMR8 - MINI
MULTI-CHANNEL MASTER RECORDER 

& STREAMING SOLUTION



Features
 Portable and compact with a small footprint    

 – easy-to-transport
 Significant cost advantages
 Recording of up to 8 SDI inputs
 Streamlined to single user applications
 Live streaming with multiple feeds and bitrates

BMR Mini is the new compact and powerful member of the BMR  
product family. This portable, high-quality solution makes it even  
easier to use master recording and live streaming. 

BMR8 - MINI
Revolutionizing Master Recording  
and Streaming at a New Level

With its small form-factor and USB3 ports for 
simple export to external storage units, it is  
the only tool users need to capture, record and 
stream content in various formats without 
thinking about the technology behind. Defined 
by a small form factor and significant cost 
advantages, BMR Mini represents the high 
quality and professional approach, typical of all 
Simplylive products. The easily transportable 
BMR Mini makes the perfect model for produc-
tions to capture and export all ISO recordings.

The BMR8 - Mini is the perfect starting point for 
live broadcast and offers a pioneering solution 
which breaks with traditional concepts and 
brings a modernised user experience to master 
recording and streaming. It provides high-quality 
technology at a very affordable price. BMR8 - Mini 
can be used as an ISO recorder for post-produc-
tion and a master recorder for the clean and 
dirty feeds while incorporating a streaming 
function at the same time.

BMR8 - Mini features a new, compact and 
portable chassis with a rack mount option 
allowing recording of up to 8 SDI inputs with 16 
channels embedded audio. The BMR8 - Mini is 
the ideal tool for recording content in an OB or 
live studio environment. The various I/O op-
tions give the users the flexibility they need in 
all production environments thinkable.

The powerful software architecture allows for 
optimal performance for multiple Hi/Lo stream-
ing jobs at the same time. BMR8 - Mini offers 
users great versatility to capture the recorded 
media locally, on removable storage, on network 
attached storage or to live streaming destina-
tions. The BMR8 - Mini marks a new entry point 
to the era of professional master recording and 
streaming with an unbeatable price/perfor-
mance ratio.

Hardware Unit

BMR4 - Mini Touch UI



The BMR8 - Mini platform is IP-ready and will 
promote SMPTE 2022/6 and TR-03 plus various 
broadcast codec formats (XDCam, ProRes 422, 
XAVC) soon.

The BMR8 - Mini can be used for live streaming 
of multiple feeds in various bitrates and multiple 
formats, supporting the latest H264 and H265 
codecs. The system’s architecture offers maxi-
mum performance at a fraction of the cost. This 
cost reduction is amplified with the new Mini 
hardware and also in operational savings offered 
by the efficiency of the innovative design of the 
BMR8 - Mini.

BMR8 - Mini is your entry into master recording 
and live streaming.

BMR8 - Mini – Capture, Master Record and Live Stream on Demand

BMR UI
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Discover the Future of Master  
Recording / Streaming … Simply 
at your Fingertips!

Applications
 Mobile trucks / Flypacks
 Studio
 Entertainment venues
 Live streaming application



Video
 8 x HD SDI inputs
 1 Genlock Input (CB / BB / Tri-Level)
 1 LTC Input
 Codecs: VC-3 120 / 145 Mbps

Streaming Format
 Streaming: H264, H265
 Wrapper: MOV, MP4
 HLS, RTMP

Audio
  Embedded audio: 16 tracks per video channel

Storage 
  Internal storage 1 x 2 TB SSD  

(30 hours of HD recording) 
 USB3 connectors for import from / export 

 to external storage

Network  
  2 x 1 Gigabit Ethernet ports  

Physical 
  Main unit: 11 (H) x 25 (D) x 38 (W) cm 

 (4.5 x 10 x 15 in.) chassis, 5.5 kg (12 lb)
  Rack-mount option

Power 
 External Power Supply: 110 / 230 V 350 W

Technical Specifications


